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True or False.  Write T if true and if false, encircle the word that makes the sentence incorrect and 
write the correct answer on the blank. 

______________________________ 1.    A map is a 3 dimensional representation of the  
       earth's surface. 

______________________________ 2. The map consists of horizontal lines called latitudes 
       and vertical line called longitude that intersect and 
       forms a meeting point called a grid. 

______________________________ 3. The four secondary directions of the map are  
       North, East, West and South. 

______________________________ 4. A map is a flat representation of the earth's core. 

Multiple Choice. 

________ 1.   A map has an arrow that always points to the North it is also called a 

        a.   North Arrow   c.   North Point  e.   a and c 

        b.   Compass row  d.   a and b 

________ 2.   What countries are in North of the Philippines? 

        a.   Guam, Hawaii and Marianas  c.   Brunei and Indonesia 

        b.   Taiwan, Thailand and Vietnam 

________ 3.   If the given scale is 1:1,000km and the distance indicated in the map between 
        Manila and Los Angeles is approximated 12km.  How far away is their distance in 
        actual km? 

        a.   12km    c.   12,000 km 

        b.   120,000km 

________ 4.   This part of the map indicates what kind of information is in the map. 

         a.   Title    c.   Heading 

         b.   Label   d.   Legend 
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________ 5.    This gives the meaning of the symbols used in the map. 

         a.   icon    c.   sign 

         b.   title    d.   legend 

________ 6.    This shows the distances between and among places in the world. 

         a.   grid    c.   scale 

         b.   lines    d.   direction 

 

Answer in complete sentence.    

1.   Why do you think the distances in the map are given in scales with equivalent smaller units? 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

2.   Why is the grid necessary in a map? 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
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Answer Key: 

True or False.   

1. F - 3 dimensional - flat 

2. T 

3. F - secondary - primary 

4. F - core - surface 

Multiple Choice. 

1. D 

2. B 

3. C 

4. A 

5. D  

Answer in complete sentence.    

1.   Why do you think the distances in the map are given in scales with equivalent smaller units? 

It is given in equivalent smaller units so it would be easier to look at and it can give a more 

manageable representation of distances.  

2.   Why is the grid necessary in a map? 

Grids are necessary so it can give exact or absolute location of places. 


